
Complex Systems and Chaos by Prof Michael Small

‘How long is a piece of string?’

The answer is: it depends. ‘It depends’ on how long your ruler is and
how wiggly your string. The dimension of objects turns out to generalise
well beyond our intuitive understanding of 1, 2 and 3 dimensional space -
not just to higher dimensions, but also to fractional dimensions. I’ll talk
about how these measures can be defined and employed for a variety of
problems: from measuring the length of coastline, to quantifying abstract
art, branching structures in bronchiole and trees (the green leafy type - not
the ones that graph theorists talk about), lung disease and fluctuations in
the stock market. We will start with Iterated Function Systems.

‘Unleashing Chaos’

Chaotic dynamics has many, slightly varying mathematical definitions -
loosely, we mean bounded, deterministic and non-periodic behaviour. That
is, the state of the systems is always bounded by some ‘box’, the systems
obeys deterministic equations, and the dynamics are not periodic (or a
fixed point). Chaos ‘looks random’ but it isnt - it can be precisely de-
scribed mathematically. A simple clock pendulum (ignore friction as math-
ematicians tend to do) is periodic. However, give the pendulum a second
pivot and it becomes chaotic. Low-dimensional chaotic dynamics arise in
many different and important physical systems - dynamics in atmospheric
weather forecast, individual neurones, dynamics of common diseases. We’ll
talk about some of these example - and how understanding chaotic dynam-
ics can be useful.



‘Your friends have more friends than you’

The title is a statement of ‘The Friendship Paradox’ (which is, of course,
not a paradox but only an apparent paradox). I will explain this paradox
(hint: it is due to a form of sampling bias) and other interesting features of
social networks. The networks we consider are large irregular graphs - and
they can be formulated as models of all sorts of interaction - from Facebook
contacts and co-publication in academic journals to neuronal networks and
international air transport. Well look at where these networks come from,
how they grow and a few of their more interesting properties.

‘Linear ordinary differential equations can make you rich’

Along the way to the development of modern chaos theory, several of the
early protagonists in this story took an interest in applying their skill and
knowledge to games of chance. Gambling games have been a useful source
of homework questions for high school (and first year) probability. How-
ever, many of these systems are actually (in part) deterministic and that
determinism can be employed to gain an edge on the house. I’ll provide
details of how this can be done with the example of Roulette.

Some information about complex systems and chaos is available from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_theory

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21428644.500-roulette-beater-spills-physics-behind-victory.

html#.VUrOT862T4Y
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